
 

Britec Achieves Business Partner Status with LightWork 

Software 

Deland, FL, November 19, 2019 - It is our pleasure to announce Britec as a LightWork Business Partner. 

Business Partner status requires commitment and performance in areas of Sales, Marketing and 

Technical initiatives. Along with the execution and achievement of targeted goals, it is critical for 

Business Partners to attain high levels of customer satisfaction with their LightWork clients.  Britec is the 

first Canadian partner to join our Business Partner program. Roger Katarey, President for Britec, has 

incorporated LightWork into Britec’s strong set of human capital offerings. “We are pleased to offer 

LightWork solutions in our human capital management portfolio. Britec prides itself on providing a full 

breadth of technology solutions to our clients. LightWork’s HCM (Human Capital Management) modules 

of time, talent, HR, and alerts allow us to offer an end to end solutions in the HCM space” stated Roger 

Katarey. 

“Britec is a phenomenal partner, focused on championing their customers and providing a top-level 

experience, which is a strong value we share” says Pamela Perryman, CEO of LightWork Software.  

LightWork Software makes the Human Resource experience easy and valuable in their clients’ 

organizations. They turn the overwhelming task of managing employees into an essential business 

strategy with dynamic talent management and simple timekeeping.  LightWork Software has been 

serving clients since 1993 in the United States, Canada, and the Caribbean.  LightWork Software’s 

mission is to empower organizations and individuals to deliver more and be more. They look to ease the 

daily workload with their technology, increasing the quality of life for people in the workplace and 

providing a more direct path to achievement.  LightWork Software’s focus is on people.  Companies are 

not successful, people are.  Headquartered in DeLand, Florida, LightWork Software serves over 400 

clients and supports more than 60,000 users. 


